Ethyl pyruvate protects against sepsis by regulating energy metabolism
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Background: Ethyl pyruvate (EP) is a derivative of pyruvic acid that has been demonstrated to be a potential scavenger of reactive oxygen species as well as an anti-inflammatory agent. In this study, we investigated the protective effects of EP and its role in regulating the energy metabolism in the livers of cecal-ligation-and-puncture-induced septic mice.

Methods: The animals were treated intraperitoneally with 0.2 mL of Ringer’s lactate solution or an equivalent volume of Ringer’s lactate solution containing EP immediately after cecal ligation and puncture. Each mouse in the Sham group was only subjected to a laparotomy. At 30-, 60-, 180-, and 360-minute time points, we measured the histopathological alterations of the intestines, and the plasma levels of interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6, IL-10, and tumor necrosis factor-α, and the total antioxidative capacity, malondialdehyde content, and lactate and lactate/pyruvate levels in livers. Furthermore, we detected the levels of adenosine triphosphate, total adenylate, and energy charge in the livers.

Results: Our results demonstrated that the administration of EP significantly improved the survival rate and reduced intestinal histological alterations. EP inhibited the plasma levels of IL-1β, IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor-α and increased the IL-10 level. EP significantly inhibited the elevation of the malondialdehyde, lactate, and lactate/pyruvate levels and enhanced the total antioxidative capacity levels in the liver tissues. The downregulation of the adenosine triphosphate, total adenylate, and energy charge levels in the liver tissues was reversed in the septic mice treated with EP.

Conclusion: The results suggest that EP administration effectively modulates the energy metabolism, which may be an important component in treatment of sepsis.
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Introduction

Sepsis is an inflammatory and reactive oxygen species (ROS) reaction to a severe, life-threatening infection, and it induces organ dysfunction.1,2 Although there has been remarkable progress in the understanding of its pathophysiology, sepsis continues to pose serious clinical challenges and is the leading cause of death in intensive care units. The mechanisms of sepsis have been poorly understood, and no effective treatment has been developed.

Pyruvic acid (CH3COCOOH), a three-carbon alpha-keto monocarboxylic acid that is the final product of glycolysis, is present in cells and extracellular fluids as pyruvate. Pyruvate is not stable in an aqueous solvent and spontaneously forms a variety of products, some of which might be toxic.3 Ethyl pyruvate (EP) is a derivative of pyruvate, and in a Ringer’s balanced calcium- and potassium-containing salt solution, it is stable and nontoxic. Previous studies demonstrated that a Ringer’s balanced EP solution prevents structural and functional damage to the intestinal mucosa induced by
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mesenteric ischemia/reperfusion injury, ameliorates hepatic and intestinal mucosal lipid peroxidation, and prolongs the survival of rats. Additionally, EP treatment has been shown to increase the myocardial adenosine triphosphate (ATP) levels, reduce oxidative injury, diminish infarct size, and improve myocardial functions. These results demonstrated that EP prevents inflammation and free radical-mediated “cataract” formation both in vitro and in vivo. Thus, EP exhibits significant anti-inflammatory actions and is a potential scavenger of ROS.

Extensive evidence suggests that alterations in the uptake, utilization, and metabolism of glucose occur in various tissues during sepsis. Glucose is a fundamental element for the survival of all cells and tissues, and some intermediate products of the metabolism of glucose may be of benefit in severe sepsis and acute septic shock. Pyruvic acid is the final product of glycolysis and the starting substrate for the tricarboxylic acid cycle. Thus, EP is an inflammatory and oxygen radical regulator as well as an energy metabolism effector. The aim of this study was to elucidate the protective effects of EP against sepsis, particularly through regulation of the energy metabolism.

Materials and methods

Animals
Male Kunming mice (age, 40±1.5 days; weight, 26±1.2 g) were supplied by the Experimental Animal Center of the General Hospital of PLA. In our experiments, we followed the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, which was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee. All of the mice were housed in cages at 24°C–26°C with a constant day/night rhythm and were given food and water ad libitum.

Reagents
The EP used in the experiments was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA), and the colorimetric kits for malondialdehyde (MDA), the total antioxidative capacity (TAC), lactate, and pyruvate were purchased from the Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute (Nanjing, People’s Republic of China). The radioimmunoassay kits for interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6, IL-10, and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) were purchased from the Beifang Bioengineering Institute (Beijing, People’s Republic of China). Other reagents were purchased locally and were of pure analytical grade.

Murine model of sepsis
To induce polymicrobial sepsis, we used an established murine model of cecal ligation and puncture (CLP), as previously described. Briefly, the mice were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (100 mg/kg, intraperitoneal). The peritoneum was opened, and the bowel was exposed. Two-thirds of the cecum was tied off and punctured once with a 19-gauge needle. Gentle pressure was applied at the perforation sites to extrude a small amount of feces, which was then returned to the peritoneal cavity. The laparotomy site was then stitched. Sham-operated mice underwent the same procedure, which included opening the peritoneum and exposing the bowel but did not include ligation and needle perforation of the cecum. The mice were randomly divided into the following three groups: the Sham group (Sham), the Sepsis group, in which the animals received 0.2 mL of Ringer’s lactate solution (RL), and the Sepsis-and-EP treatment group, in which the animals received 0.2 mL of RL containing EP (75 mg/kg) (REPL) according to previous study. Intraperitoneal RL or REPL was administered immediately after the CLP procedures. The samples were collected immediately after Sham operation, and the RL and REPL groups were set for 30, 60, 180, and 360 minutes (n=20 in each group). After the treatment, the time of death of each mouse was recorded for statistical mortality analysis if it died during its respective time point. At the end of time points, all of the mice that had survived were killed, and the samples were rapidly collected for analysis.

Intestinal histopathological examination
At different time points, the same intestinal segment (4 cm) from each mouse (n=5 for each group) was obtained and immediately placed in a 10% formalin solution, and the same samples of intestinal tissue were embedded in paraffin blocks. The blocks were cut into 5 µm thick sections and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. These stained sections were reviewed through light microscopy. The degree of injury to the intestinal tissues was evaluated, and each was graded from 0 to 5, as described by Chiu et al.

Determination of the IL-1β, IL-6, IL-10, and TNF-α levels in the plasma
Whole blood was collected by extracting eyeballs from each mouse at different time points. After sitting for 30 minutes at room temperature, the whole blood was centrifuged at 3,000×g for 10 minutes at 4°C, and the supernatants were collected and stored at –20°C. The concentrations of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-10, and TNF-α in the plasma were determined using radioimmunoassay kits, according to the instructions provided by the manufacturer, and calculated with standard curves.
Determination of the MDA, TAC, lactate, and pyruvate levels in liver homogenate
A total of 100 mg of frozen liver tissues was immediately homogenized three times at 3913×g for 30 seconds in ten volumes of physiological saline using a high-speed homogenizer in an ice bath. The homogenates were centrifuged at 6,000×g for 10 minutes at 4°C. The levels of MDA, TAC, lactate, and pyruvate in the supernatant were detected using their respective colorimetric assay kits, according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Determination of ATP, TAN, and EC in the liver
The ATP, adenosine monophosphate (AMP), and adenosine diphosphate (ADP) levels in the liver samples were determined by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), as previously described.14–16 In brief, 100 mg of liver tissues frozen in liquid nitrogen was transferred into 1 mL of ice-cold 1 M perchloric acid and was immediately homogenized using a homogenizer in an ice bath. After centrifugation (15 minutes, 4°C, 10,000×g), the supernatant was obtained, adjusted to pH 7 with 6 M NaOH, and vortexed for 20 seconds. The centrifugation process was repeated, and 50 μL of supernatant was injected into the HPLC system. The mobile phase consisted of 50 mmol/L KH₂PO₄, methanol, and an ion pair agent A (v:v:v=74:24:2), a flow rate of 1 mL/min was used, and the temperature of the chromatographic column was set to 25°C. The HPLC chromatograms were obtained at a wavelength of 259 nm. The concentrations were calculated by comparing the peak area of the sample peaks with the calibration curves for the peak areas of each standard compound. The total adenylate (TAN) and energy charge (EC) levels were calculated as TAN = ATP + AMP + ADP and EC = (ATP + 1/2ADP)/TAN.

Statistical analysis
The Stata 7.0 software was used to process our data. The data were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation of the results obtained from replicate treatments. The differences between datasets were assessed by a one-way analysis of variance. A log-rank test was used to analyze the survival. Differences with P<0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results
EP ameliorates CLP-induced intestine damage and survival rate
To determine the protective effects of EP against CLP-induced sepsis, we detected the histopathological alterations in the intestines. As shown in Figure 1A and B, CLP induced time-dependent damage to the intestinal mucosa in mice. We observed massive inflammatory cell infiltration, epithelial necrosis, and lifting down of the sides of the villi in the RL treatment group compared with that of the Sham group. Although REPL treatment could not reverse the damage to the intestinal mucosa, it could improve the serious injury, particularly in the advanced stages. The survival rate of septic mice was significantly increased in the REPL treatment group compared to that of the RL treatment group (Figure 1C).

EP attenuates the systemic inflammatory response to sepsis
To identify the potential anti-inflammatory effects of EP, the plasma of each mouse was investigated. As shown in Figure 2, the levels of IL-1β (Figure 2A) and TNF (Figure 2B) significantly increased from 30 minutes and lasted until 360 minutes; the IL-6 (Figure 2C) levels were significantly increased starting from 180 minutes, and the IL-10 levels were significantly decreased starting from 60 minutes in the RL groups after CLP compared with the Sham group. The EP treatment significantly inhibited the IL-1β, TNF, and IL-6 levels but increased the IL-10 levels in the plasma of septic mice. Thus, EP can inhibit the pro-inflammatory factors that were released into the plasma and alleviated the systemic inflammatory reaction.

EP reduces oxidative damage and metabolic acidosis in the liver of septic mice
Of the effects of EP, its antioxidative effect has the most potential. We detected the TAC and MDA levels in liver homogenates. As shown in Figure 3, compared with those in the Sham group, the TAC (Figure 3A) levels were significantly decreased in the RL groups, and all of the MDA (Figure 3B) levels in the RL groups were significantly increased from 30 minutes after CLP to 360 minutes. The EP treatment significantly increased the TAC levels and inhibited the MDA levels in the livers of septic mice compared with the RL groups. We detected the levels of metabolic acidosis-associated lactate and lactate/pyruvate in the livers of the septic mice. As shown in Figure 3C, the levels of lactate and lactate/pyruvate in the livers of the RL group were significantly increased compared with those of the Sham group. The EP treatment reversed the metabolic acidosis, as indicated by the significantly reduced lactate and lactate/pyruvate levels obtained after EP treatment compared with those of the RL groups.
Figure 1  Intestinal histopathological properties and survival rate.
Notes:  (A) The intestinal sections were observed through hematoxylin and eosin staining. Representative physiological properties are shown. The original magnification was ×200. (B) The normalized histopathological properties were analyzed as described by Chiu et al.,13 and the results were present as the mean ± SD (n=5). (C) The survival rate of each group (n=20 for each group). *P, 0.05 and **P, 0.01 versus the sham group; #P, 0.05.
Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; RL, Ringer’s lactate solution; REPL, RL containing ethyl pyruvate; min, minutes.

Figure 2  Effects of EP on the levels of inflammatory factors in the plasma of septic mice.
Notes: The plasma of each mouse was collected, and the (A) IL-1β, (B) TNF, (C) IL-6, and (D) IL-10 levels were assayed using radioimmunoassay kits. The results are presented as the mean ± SD (n=10). *P<0.05 and **P<0.01 versus the Sham group; †P<0.05 and ‡P<0.01 versus the RL group.
Abbreviations: EP, ethyl pyruvate; IL, interleukin; TNF, tumor necrosis factor; SD, standard deviation; RL, Ringer’s lactate solution; REPL, RL containing EP; min, minutes.
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EP reduces depletion of the energy metabolism in the liver of septic mice

Sepsis induces a high metabolic rate in an organism. To explore the novel protective effects of EP against sepsis, the concentration levels of ATP, AMP, and ADP were detected, and the TAN and EC levels were calculated by comparing the peak area of the sample peaks with calibration curves for the peak areas of each standard compound (Figure 4A). Our results demonstrated that, in a comparison with the Sham group, the ATP (Figure 4B) levels in the RL groups were significantly decreased from 30 minutes after CLP to 360 minutes, and the TAN (Figure 4C) and EC (Figure 4D) levels presented a pattern similar to that obtained for the ATP levels. The EP treatment significantly increased the ATP, TAN, and EC levels in the liver of septic mice compared with those of the RL groups.

Discussion

In this study, we demonstrated that EP is a potential anti-inflammatory and antioxidative agent in CLP-induced septic mice, as was indicated by improvements in the survival rate as well as intestinal histological alterations, inhibition of pro-inflammatory cytokines, and ROS. In addition to its anti-inflammatory and antioxidant effects, EP may function as an energy metabolism substrate to protect against sepsis.

Sepsis may cause hypotension and multiorgan dysfunction leading to septic shock and death. CLP-induced sepsis is a classical injury model. It initially induces the structural and functional derangements. Previous studies have demonstrated that EP administration markedly protects gut epithelial barrier from intestinal ischemic injury.4 We observed that CLP induced time-dependent damage to the intestinal mucosa in mice which was indicated by massive inflammatory cell infiltration, epithelial necrosis, and lifting down of the villi. Although EP treatment could not reverse the damage to the intestinal mucosa, it could improve the serious injury, particularly in the advanced stages. After intestinal barrier damage, large amount of endotoxemia and ROS release into bloodstream that would induce systemic inflammatory reaction and multiorgan dysfunction. In clinic, acute septic shock syndrome occurs suddenly, and a patient dies within 24–48 hours mainly due to the sudden overproduction of proinflammatory cytokines and ROS.2,3 Proinflammatory cytokine and oxygenic free radical overproduction induces systemic inflammatory responses and metabolic disorders at as early as 6 hours after injury.18 In this study, we demonstrated that EP administration significantly inhibited the elevation of proinflammatory and oxygenic free radicals as early as 30 minutes after CLP. Previous studies have demonstrated that EP attenuates systemic inflammation after the induction of sepsis, and this is associated with significant reductions in the circulating levels of TNF-α and HMGB.19,20 In rats challenged with intravenous lipopolysaccharide to induce endotoxic shock, EP treatment resulted in longer survival, significantly decreased the circulating concentrations of nitric...
oxide and IL-6, which are pro-inflammatory molecules, and increased the plasma levels of IL-10, an anti-inflammatory cytokine. 21 Disruption of the energy metabolism is an important hallmark of sepsis because a restricted or high metabolic rate inhibits the synthesis of ATP molecules, which are required for the maintenance of ionic gradients and cell survival. 8 Ozawa et al demonstrated that the energy metabolism of the liver after injury plays a key role in the maintenance of homeostasis. 22 Liver functions are very complex, and the liver is considered the biochemical factory of the body. Many metabolic reactions, such as glycogen synthase, detoxification, and glucose regulation, are performed in the liver. The metabolic activities of organs are increased after injury, but the functions of the liver are retained, which could produce energy by the degradation of fatty acids and support the functions of other organs. 23 Thus, the maintenance of the energy metabolism is more important in the liver than in other organs. In this study, we detected metabolic acidosis-associated lactate and lactate/pyruvate in the livers of septic mice. The levels of lactate and lactate/pyruvate in the livers were significantly increased after CLP compared with those in the Sham group. The EP treatment reversed metabolic acidosis, as demonstrated by significantly reduced lactate and lactate/pyruvate levels. After CLP, the increased oxygen and glucose consumption leads to oxidative phosphorylation disorders, resulting in energy reduction and even energy exhaustion, which increases anaerobic glycolysis and leads to lactic acid accumulation and subsequently to the induction of tissue acidosis and injury. 24 The lactate/pyruvate ratio is an important parameter of the liver, and a ratio ≥ 25 indicates the onset of anaerobic metabolism. 25 ATP is the most important energy molecule in tissues and is needed for the maintenance of essential cellular functions. Many previous studies have demonstrated that the tissue ATP levels generally decrease in the early stage after injury. 26, 27 Our results demonstrated that the ATP levels in the liver were significantly decreased starting from 30 minutes after CLP to 360 minutes compared with the Sham group, and the TAN and EC levels present patterns that were similar to that found for the ATP levels. Shen et al demonstrated that EC is a parameter of cellular energy-rich phosphate binding, which indicates the energy state of the ATP–ADP–AMP system, and decreases in ATP

**Figure 4** Effects of EP on the energy metabolism in the liver of septic mice.

**Notes:** The ATP, TAN, and EC levels in the livers were determined by HPLC. (A) Standard chromatogram of adenosine phosphates. Wavelength = 259 nm. (B) ATP dissipation in the livers at each time point. (C) Change in the TAN levels in the livers. TAN = ATP + AMP + ADP. (D) Change in the EC levels in the livers. EC = (ATP + ADP) / TAN (n = 10 for each group). *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01 versus the Sham group; #P < 0.05 and ##P < 0.01 versus the RL group.

**Abbreviations:** EP, ethyl pyruvate; ATP, adenosine triphosphate; TAN, total adenylate; EC, energy charge; HPLC, high-performance liquid chromatography; AMP, adenosine monophosphate; ADP, adenosine diphosphate; RL, Ringer’s lactate solution; REPL, RL containing EP; min, minutes.
and EC levels indicate energy overdepletion. Previous studies have demonstrated the ability of EP to enhance the ATP levels in a model of prolonged myocardial ischemia/reperfusion injury. In this study, our results demonstrate that the EP treatment significantly increases the ATP, TAN, and EC levels in the livers of septic mice. These results suggest that in addition to its anti-inflammatory and antioxidant effects, EP may function as an energy metabolism substrate to protect against sepsis.

Our present study has some limitations. For example, we studied only one dosage amount of EP. Additionally, whether the impact of EP was direct or indirect was unclear. Moreover, we did not explore the mechanism by which EP regulated energy metabolism. These limitations should be further studied in the future. Although EP was shown to be safe, and many previous studies have demonstrated its beneficial effects on various injury models of animals, the application in clinic was limited. Most importantly, the pharmacological basis of EP remains to be elucidated. The poor solubility in pure water may be another reason for the paucity of clinical trials with EP, and its interactions with other elements in complex biological systems have not yet been characterized.

**Conclusion**

Although the detailed mechanisms are not clearly demonstrated, our results at least offer a novel explanation of how EP administration modulates energy metabolism in CLP-induced septic mice. EP can alleviate tissue acidosis and enhance the ATP levels, thereby repairing the organ energy deficit to protect against sepsis. In addition to its anti-inflammatory and antioxidant effects, EP is a potential multifunctional agent for critical diseases such as sepsis.
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